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Consider a linear program in standard form 
Max CX, 
s.t. Ax = b, X30 (1) 
where A is a m x n matrix with full row rank. Let I3 denote an optimal basis to 
(I’,. 
Based on a general perspective of perturSations we present a toZerunce approac!~ 
‘to sensitivity analysis of (1). With respect to perturbations of the right-hand-side 
terms and of the objective function coefficients in (l), this perspective corresponds 
to the following perturbed problem: 
Max i (cj + yjc[)Xj, 
j=l 
” 
(2) .= 
s.t. c Aijx, = bi + Sibi for i = 1, . . . , m, 
j=l 
Xj >O forj=l,...,n 
where b’ and c’ are given vectors and where Si and y. are multiplicative 
perturbations of bl and c; respectively. We interpret the perturbations in (2) as 
errors (although, for example. such perturbations might repre ent changes over 
time as opposed to estimation errors). 
Note roach (e.g., see 
ax, an the latter corres 
the following perturbe 
n 
s.t. for i=l,...,m. 
j=l 
(3 
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where 0 and X are scalar-valued parameters. 
parameters (A and 6) in (3) whereas 
(S,, 62, - - * , &,,, Yl, Y2, * * * 7 Yd in Ca. 
Observe that there are only two 
there are m + n parameters 
A~IA_KIK~~ we develop theoretical result5 for any choice of t vectors b’ and c’, 
our main focus will be on the case when 6; = bi and C! =: cj. this case we can 
interpret ai and rj as percentage errors from the estimated values of bi and ci 
respectively. For example, we interpret a1 = $ to mean that the right-hand-side to 
the first constraint in (2) exceeds the original estimate of 6, by SO?/0 (i.e., $6, as 
opposed to 6,). Similarly, our interpret; tion of sz = --a is that the right-hand-side 
to the second constraint falls short of it.; original estimate of bZ by 25% (i.e., & 
as opposed to !Q. Thus, if 6, = 3, 52 = -.& and 6, = f, then we are talking about 
simultaneously exceeding bl by 50%) faiiing short of b2 by 25%) and exceeding b3 
by 33:%. 
Of course, other selections of b’ and c’ may 3e made. In particular, we could 
choose all components of h’ and C’ equal to one so that each 6i and yi would 
represent additive variations from hi and ci respectively. For example, if each c[ 
equain ‘I, then each ‘yj could represent the actual doilar variation from Cj. 
Alternately, we might make other selections of b’ and c’ to reflect the relative 
importance of the dif!erent perturbations. For example, if b: = b, and if b$ = 2b2, 
then equai values of S1 and a2 would corresporiJ to twice as large of a percentage 
variation in b2 as opposed to b,. This could reflect a judgment that each 1% 
ct.ange in b, is equiva.lent in importance to a 2% change in bz. 
Since WI’ UI:.;* ~XW some values of the right-hand-sides and of the objective 
function coefficients precisely it will not be necessary to consider perturbations in 
their values. To make this distinction we let bl=0 and cl=0 for those terms hi 
and c, respectively whlere perturbations will not be considered. 
Suppose we are giytien a nonnegative number p having the property thak the 
salne basis B is optimal ir (2) as long as the absolute \ralue of each perturbation 6i 
does not exceed p. In other words, the same basis is optimal in (2) as long as each 
Ei satisfies the condition that -Q < i_$ G 9. Such a number Q is called an allowable 
tolerance error for the right-hand-side perturbations. One primary result given 
herein is a characterization of a ma.&num to&rece error o* for the right-hand- 
side perturbations in that p is an allowable tolerance error iff p+“. An 
important interpretation of p* occurs when b; # 0 implies that bi -= bi for each i, in 
which case we observe that the same basis is optimal as long as each right-hand- 
side term corresponding 1.0 1): $0 is accurate to within p* x 100% of its estimated 
value b, and that p* is the largest number having this property. 
n an analogous fashion suppose. that we have a nonnegative number T having 
51.” jproperty that the same basis is optimal long as the absolute v e of 
perturbation ~1, does not exceed T. Such a n ber is called an allow Tale 
error for the o&ctiue function perturbations. The other primary result given herein 
is a characterization of a maximum tolerance error T* for the objective function 
allowable tolerance error iff cr< r*. A 
en c; f 0 
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we observe that the same basis is optimal as long as each objective function 
coeficie It corresponding to c[ # 0 is accurate to within r* x 100% of its estimated 
lat P is the largest number having this property. 
g the theorem that characterizes the maximum tolerance errors, we 
first make some notational definitions. For any matrix A4 we use the notation Mi. 
M.j to denote the ith row and jth column of M respectively. Thus, the 
optimal basis matrix B to problem (1) can be written in column forms as [A+, 
A.,,2- . . . , A .,,,,] where A rt, denotes the column Iq of A correspond;ng to the rth 
basic variable. lZlso we let cB and CL denote the vectors (Q,, ch,, . . . , q,,) and 
(ci,, c;, , - - * 1 CL,,) respectively. Finally we define the index set K= 
{k = 1.1,. . . , n : k + h, for all i = 1,2, . . . , VI}. 
. The maximum tolerance error p’ in problem (2) is giuetl by 
(4) 
The denominator to any of the m terms in (4) being zero nzeans that the correspond - 
ing term equals i-9 
The maximum tolerance error T* in (2) equals += if K = $3. lf K+ j3, then T* is 
given by 
The denominator to any of the n - 171 terms in (5) being zero means :ha t he 
corresponding term equals +K 
Note that knowing the precise values of some right-hand-G& terms and 
objective function coefficients tends to yield smaller values for the denominators 
in (4) and (5) (i.e., since the corresponding b; and cl equal zero) and, therefore, 
larger values of p* and T*. Thus, we have the important property in which 
knowing the pa-.. fecise value of sornt: I$#-hand-side terms irn: +jc?ive function 
coefficients yitlds larger maximum tolerance errors for the remaining terms and 
coefficients. 
To illustrate eorem 1 and SUCL ramifications YE consider the followmg 
example from 
ax Or, + 0x5 + ox,, 
e.t. 4x,+ 9x2+ 7x,+10x,+ xc; = 6000, 
x,+ x2+ XJf-E 
x1, x1_, x3, X$. x5, 
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The optimal basis matrix to this problem is 
and its inverse i5 
[ :; -=?I. 
When t;’ = ( 12.20, 18,40,9,0) then we can calculate 
S;O that the same basis is optimal if eact: objectivt function coefficient is accurate 
to within 8.47”lb UC its estimated vabre. If, on th(: other hand, we know that the 
objective function coefficient to x, is precisely 12, then c’ = (0.20, 18.4O.O.C0 
and we can calculate 
Thus, with th, additional information of knowing the precise value of the 
coefficient to x1 we get a maximum percentage tolerance of 17 24% as opposed to 
8.47OL~. 0f course, even higher percentage toleranl=es will result from additionally 
knowing that the values of other objective function coefficients are precise. 
Analogous results also hold for the rig,ht-hand-side terms. q 
The results presented above :!re fully developed in [4]. The paper [4] also 
discusses the relationship 13f the tolerance approach to ordinary sensitivity analysis 
. u1r.J * irt presellts a number of generalizations. The results given above are extended 
in [5] to permit a decision-maker to place limits a priori on the range of possible 
values over which the terms and coefficients may vary and thereby to obtain l;rrger 
maximum tolerance erros. 
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